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Abstract. Using the observations of the EUV Imaging Telescope(EIT) and the Large Angle
Spectrometric Coronagraph(LASCO) on the Solar and Heliospheric observatory(SOHO) and
solar soft X-ray flux and radio bursts data, we study the low coronal signatures of a solar
limb coronal mass ejection(CME) on November 4, 2003. The two prominent dimmings in EIT
difference images were closely related to two large loops in this event. The onset time and height
of the CME and the lower limit of the masses loss from dimming regions are estimated.
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1. Introduction
Solar coronal dimmings observed in soft X-ray (See for example Sterling & Hundson

1997) and EUV (see for example Zarro et al. 1999; Delannée, Delaboudinière & Lamy
2000) are expected to be the very first signature of CMEs. Sometimes large coronal loops
disappearing are associated to CMEs (see for example Delannée & Aulanier 1999). Here
we study the EUV dimmings and loop structures of the 4 November 2003 event.

2. Observations
The great X28/3B flare occurred at 19:29 UT on 2003 November 4 in NOAA active

region 10486 was associated to a fast halo CME. Observations of the EUV Imaging
Telescope(EIT) and the Large Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph(LASCO) on the Solar
and Heliospheric observatory(SOHO) and GOES soft X-ray flux and radio bursts data
are used.

Figure 1 shows the large loops (denoted as ‘L1’ and ‘L2’) with one ends anchored in
the flaring region (denoted as ‘F’) in EIT 195 Å and 284 Å, at 19:35 UT and 19:05 UT
respectively. L1’s height is about 0.35 R�, or 2.5×105km, from the solar surface. The
loops disappeared in the next EIT 195 Å image at 19:47 UT and no longer appeared.
In Figure 2 the EIT difference images by subtracting the preflare image at 19:25 UT
show two dimmings (denoted as ‘d1’ and ‘d2’) at 19:47 UT, 19:59 UT and 20:11 UT.
It is clear that d1 and d2 correspond to the footpoints of L1 and L2. A lower limit of
the preflare masses from dimming regions is estimated to be about 6.6×1015g and this
is consistent with typical CME masses. The first CME observation of LASCO/C2 at
19:54 UT co-aligned with the EIT observation( the middle image in Figure 2) is shown
in Figure 3. It can be seen that the double EUV dimmings approximately correspond to
the CME footpoints. Using the CME velocity of ∼2300kms−1 inferred from the linear fit
of LASCO observations we extrapolate that the CME time at the height of L1 was 19:44
UT. This is well in the loops disappearing time window of 19:35 UT – 19:47 UT.

From above observations we suggest that the CME initiated as the large loops expan-
sion or opening, apparently disappearing, at about 19:44 UT. Figure 4 shows that the
inferred CME onset time (denoted as the vertical line) is in the rising phase of the soft
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Figure 1. Large loops in EIT
195 Å and 284 Å channels

Figure 2. Double dimmings evolution in EIT
195 Å difference images

Figure 3. Co-alignment of LASCO/C2
and EIT 195 Å observations

Figure 4. The CME onset time in GOES 1–8Å
soft X-ray flux

X-ray flare. The moving type IV radio burst (from Solar Geophysical Data) started at
19:47 UT and it is just after the CME onset time of ∼19:44 UT. According to plasma
emission mechanism, the upper frequency of the burst 180MHz gives a height of 0.38 R�
under the corona density model of Sittler & Guhathakurta (1999) and this is consistent
with the loops height or the CME onset height of 0.35 R�.

3. Conclusions
According to the observations and some estimations, we suggest that the CME initiated

as the large loops expansion or opening, leaving behind two prominent dimmings, in the
rising phase of the soft X-ray flare.
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